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Introduction: Topic: Importance of Lesson Planning in Teaching-Learning Process
On 29th April, 2021, an Online Alumni Interaction session on ‘Importance of Lesson Planning in
Teaching-Learning Process’ was organized for the students of the B.Ed Department, JIE Greater
Noida. The guest speaker was Ms. Rhytham Massey, who is currently working Teacher with The
Indian School, New Delhi and is an esteemed alumnus of the B.Ed department.
Ms. Rhytham started her session by illuminating some major points about how lesson planning
can help the teachers to be well prepared and be aware of what he/she intends on teaching the
students. She talked about how an organized teacher will always be able to deliver the lesson
within the given period and how it can minimize the understanding gap if the teacher plans the
lesson effectively. According to her, some methods, which can help in better lesson planning,
could include giving real life examples or creating a hypothetical situation related to the topic.
Moreover, showing videos related to the topic and include activities related to the lesson may
also assist in better understanding. Ms. Rhytham also talked about Bloom’s Taxonomy and the
hierarchical pyramid consisting of
1.

Creating - which can be putting information together in an innovative way.

2.

Evaluating - which can be making judgements based on a set of guidelines.

3.

Analyzing - which can be breaking the concept into parts and understand how each part

is related to one another.
4.

Applying - is using the knowledge gained in new ways.

5.

Understanding - means making sense of what you have learnt.

6.

Remembering - lastly recalling relevant knowledge from long term memory.

Conclusion:
She ended the session with an activity on lesson planning for the students keeping in mind the
below mentioned points1.

Type

2.

Learning Outcomes

3.

Methodology

4.

Activity

5.

Teaching Aids

6.

Multiple Intelligence

The session ended with an active Question & Answer round, and a vote of thanks.
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